Week 1 starting from 5th July
Too much money and too much attention is being given to Cricketers and movie stars.Are
film stars and cricketers given too much importance in our society? Celebrities are bad role
models. The private life of the politicians and celebrities is no concern of the public.
‐ The quality of the movies
‐ The social responsibility aspects in movies
‐ The amount that they get
‐ The fans who fight
‐ Cricket stars have overshadowed other games
‐ Lots of money from advertisements
‐ Contribution to society and other games

Week 2 starting from 12th July
The development of a sound educational and health system insures the nation’s security
more than military strength.
‐ The quality of the public education system
‐ The quality of public medical system
‐ The amount spent on military
‐ The need for intellectual power
‐ The need for capturing markets through quality production
‐ The need for developing in‐house technologies
‐ Is the expenditure on military justified?

Week 3 starting from 19th July
Unless untouchability and discrimination against women are eliminated, we cannot be true
democracy. The treatment of women is steadily improving.
‐ Talk about recent ill treatments on women
‐ The need for equal opportunities for women at work, home and politics
‐ Individual treatment (students in college) on women
‐ Cite the examples of women who are stronger in their fields

Week 4 starting from 26th July
Has the caste system completely ruined us? Casteism is racism
‐ The birth of caste system
‐ How were people treated under the caste system?
‐ People who fought against caste system
‐ Do we still need this caste system?
‐ Is there a need to balance the society by continuing with the caste system for few more years?
‐ Examples from contemporary society regarding caste descriminations
‐ The need for universal solidarity

Week 5 starting from 02nd August
The continuing introduction of new technologies and new media adds little to the quality
of education.
‐ The growth of technology
‐ The purpose of technological advancement
‐ The role technology in education
‐ Is technology exploited positively for education purpose?
‐ Misuse of technology
‐ The awareness of available technology among technical People.

Week 6 starting from 02nd August
Is the co‐education arrangement a good idea?
‐ Co‐education is the natural way of growing
‐ Students do well in Co‐education vs single gender schools.
‐ Students try hard Vs shy away in co‐educational set‐up
‐ The role of Peer prussure in co‐educational set‐up
‐ Personal experiences

Week 7 starting from 09th August
Money motivates people more than any other factor at the workplace.
‐ The role of money in one's life
‐ Does money brings all happiness one needs
‐ High salary Vs job satisfaction
‐ Monetary benefits are part of employee motivation apart from oral or written appreciation.

Week 8 starting from 16th August
Will some one be able to learn everything on their own? Should College attendance be
made voluntary?
‐ The need for human interface
‐ The maturity level of all the students
‐ The role of analytical subject teachers
‐ The need to grow together ‐ social, technological and emotional sharing
‐ The availability of materials
‐ Additional support from the faculty.

Week 9 starting from 23rd August
Does the boarding school system benefit children?
‐ The need for a complete family
‐ Boarding school creates more loners
‐ The emotional detachment
‐ The chances of getting applied
‐ The opportunities to learn individuality and independency
‐ Learning to face peer pressure and getting support from friends
‐ Preparing for the survival of the fittest
‐ Getting help in learning

Week 10 starting from 30th August
The public sector Vs Private Sector
‐ The quality of education
‐ The quality of health care
‐ The quality of Transportation
‐The quality of service

Week 11 starting from 06th September
Is peer pressure harmful or beneficial?
‐ In general, peer pressure is good
‐ The role of peer pressure during the teenage
‐ The role of positive friends
‐ The impact of peer pressure in personal life
‐ The impact of peer pressure in education

Week 12 starting from 13th September
Is overpopulation really a boon for us?
‐ General overview of overpopulation
‐ Over populated countries and the effect
‐ The need for more income Vs more expenditure
‐ Un‐employment Vs needed workforce
‐ The role of corruption in over populated countries
‐ The impact of over population in crimes

Week 13 starting from 20th September
The poor hardly ever benefit from development programs. Is it true that the poor are
getting poorer and the rich getting richer?
‐ Talk in general about various programmes by the governments
‐ Has it reached the beneficiaries or not
‐ Are people aware of these schemes
‐ The role of middle‐men and politicians
‐ On who does the government invest? Rich or poor?
‐ Different treatment for rich and poor

Week 14 starting from 27th September
Women make better teachers than men.
‐

Talk from your experience – One example of the best teacher you have come across

‐

Who handles the students effectively?

‐

Who is so lenient?

‐

Who is very responsible?

‐

Compare the attitude, skills and Knowledge

‐

Who motivates you better

Week 15 starting from 04th October
Elections are not the best test of democracy.
‐

Talk about various types of governments

‐

Why is democracy more important than the other governments

‐

Talk about the elections in general

‐

Are the elections conducted in a fair manner?

‐

Role of money and violence in the elections

‐

In your opinion are people the real kings of democracy?

Week 16 starting from 11th October
Advertising creates artificial needs.
‐

The positive and negative sides of advertisements

‐

The different segments of advertisements (kids, adults, elders, boys, girls, men,
women)

‐

Are the advertisements exaggerated?

‐

Do celebrities lie to people? Are the using that product?

‐

People are forced to buy unwanted products

